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The Government’s Plan To Criminalize Your Thoughts! w/ Whitney Webb

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

While the weight of propaganda appears to have eased up a little in recent months, evidence shows

there’s much more to come.

Documents received by investigative journalists Michael Shellenberger, Alex Gutentag and Matt

Taibbi from an anonymous but “highly credible” whistleblower reveals new details on how the U.S.

censorship-industrial complex — a network of more than 100 government agencies, private Mrms,

academia and nonproMts — polices and criminalizes “wrong-think.”

Explosive Revelations

The new cache of documents, referred to as the “CTIL Mles,” which refers to the Cyber Threat

Intelligence League, were released by the three journalists in late November 2023.

“A whistleblower has come forward with an explosive new trove of documents, rivaling or

exceeding the Twitter Files and Facebook Files in scale and importance,” the trio wrote on

their Substack, “Public.”

“They describe the activities of an ‘anti-disinformation’ group called the Cyber Threat

Intelligence League, or CTIL, that oEcially began as the volunteer project of data scientists

and defense and intelligence veterans but whose tactics over time appear to have been

absorbed into multiple oEcial projects, including those of the Department of Homeland

Security (DHS).

The CTI League documents offer the missing link answers to key questions not addressed

in the Twitter Files and Facebook Files. Combined, they offer a comprehensive picture of

the birth of the ‘anti-disinformation’ sector, or what we have called the Censorship

Industrial Complex.”

The documents describe how the modern digital censorship programs were created, and the

various roles of the military, U.S. intelligence agencies, civil society organizations and commercial

media.

They also describe the methods and techniques used, such as the creation and use of sock puppet

accounts to spy on and steer online discussions and propagate desired narratives, the discrediting

of dissenters, and the intentional weaponization of the Mnancial industry against the same.

According to the whistleblower, CTIL was also involved in the creation of a counter-disinformation

project to “prevent a repeat of 2016,” a reference to Brexit and Donald Trump’s surprise election win

— two situations in which the democratic processes actually won out.

As noted by Jimmy Dore in the video above, this was not about preventing the circulation of false

information. It was to ensure that no political outsider will ever be able to get into the Oval OZce

again. The instruction to prevent a repeat of 2016 was a direct call to undermine, if not eliminate,

the process of free and fair elections.

Importantly, the documents admit that censorship efforts against Americans must be done by

partners in the private sector, because the government doesn't have the "legal authority" to do so.

The CTIL

The new cache of documents and videos reveal that 2019 was a pivotal year for the censorship-

industrial complex. According to Public,  that’s when “U.S. and U.K. military and intelligence

contractors led by a former U.K. defense researcher, Sara-Jayne ‘SJ’ Terp, developed the sweeping

censorship framework.”

These contractors became co-leaders of the CTIL, the original founders of which included a former

Israeli intelligence oZcial, Ohad Zaidenberg, Microsoft security manager Nate WarMeld, Chris Mills,

another Microsoft security oZcer, and Marc Rogers, the head of security operations for the hackers

convention, DEF CON.

According to media articles,  these highly skilled and in-demand professionals made the altruistic

decision to volunteer their services to help billion-dollar hospitals with their cybersecurity, free of

charge, no strings attached. It wasn’t a credible cover story then, and it sure hasn’t aged any better.

Within one month of the CTIL’s founding in March 2020, this supposedly all-volunteer group had

grown to 1,400 “by invitation only” members in 76 countries and oZcially partnered with the U.S.

Department of Homeland Security’s Cybersecurity and Information Security Agency (CISA). As

reported by Public:

“The CTIL framework and the public-private model are the seeds of what both the US and

UK would put into place in 2020 and 2021, including masking censorship within

cybersecurity institutions and counter-disinformation agendas; a heavy focus on stopping

disfavored narratives, not just wrong facts; and pressuring social media platforms to take

down information or take other actions to prevent content from going viral.”
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Parallel Censorship Agendas

In the spring of 2020, CISA also created the Election Integrity Partnership (EIP) — a consortium

made up by the Stanford Internet Observatory (SIO), the University of Washington’s Center for an

Informed Public, the Atlantic Council’s Digital Forensic Research Lab, and Graphika (a social media

analytics company) — and outsourced what would otherwise be illegal and unconstitutional

censorship to it.

During the 2020 election cycle, the EIP and CISA worked with the State Department’s Global

Engagement Center (GEC) and the DHS-backed Elections Infrastructure Information Sharing and

Analysis Center (EI-ISAC) to injuence and police political discussions online. The EIP coordinated

the take-down of undesirable content using a real-time chat app that the DHS, EIP and social media

companies all share.

At the same time, the CTIL was tracking and reporting anti-lockdown views on social media. A “law

enforcement” channel was created speciMcally to spy on and track social media users who posted

anti-lockdown hashtags. CTIL even kept a spreadsheet with details from their Twitter bios.

According to Public, the CTIL also “engaged in offensive operations to injuence public opinion,

discussing ways to promote ‘counter-messaging,’ co-opt hashtags, dilute disfavored messaging,

create sock puppet accounts, and inMltrate private invite-only groups.” In February 2021, the EIP

was rebranded as the Virality Project, at which point their focus of censorship shifted from

elections to COVID-related matters.

Government InEltration and Take-Over

While one CTIL member, Bonnie Smalley, replied to a query by Public saying the CTIL “had nothing

to do with the government,” the evidence shows otherwise. At least a dozen of government

employees who worked with the DHS, FBI and CISA were also active members of CTIL.

According to the whistleblower, the CTIL’s goal “was to become part of the federal government.”

Terp’s plan was to set up “MisinfoSec communities” that would include the federal sector, and the

documents show this aim was achieved. In April 2020, Chris Krebs, then-director of CISA, also

publicly announced the agency’s partnership with CTIL.

“ The documents show the weaponization of the
financial sector originated with the CTIL, which
expressly sought to get banks to ‘cut off financial
services to individuals who organize rallies or
events.’”

Public continues:

“The documents also show that Terp and her colleagues, through a group called

MisinfoSec Working Group, which included [Stanford Internet Observatory research

manager Renee] DiResta, created a censorship, in[uence, and anti-disinformation strategy

called Adversarial Misinformation and In[uence Tactics and Techniques (AMITT).

They wrote AMITT by adapting a cybersecurity framework developed by MITRE ... Terp later

used AMITT to develop the DISARM framework, which the World Health Organization then

employed in ‘countering anti-vaccination campaigns across Europe.’

A key component of Terp’s work through CTIL, MisinfoSec, and AMITT was to insert the

concept of ‘cognitive security’ into the ^elds of cybersecurity and information security ...

The ambitions of the 2020 pioneers of the Censorship Industrial Complex went far beyond

simply urging Twitter to slap a warning label on Tweets, or to put individuals on blacklists.

The AMITT framework calls for discrediting individuals as a necessary prerequisite of

demanding censorship against them. It calls for training in[uencers to spread messages.

And it calls for trying to get banks to cut off ^nancial services to individuals who organize

rallies or events.”

Weaponization of Finance Sector Originated With CTIL

So, now we know where the weaponization of the Mnancial sector came from. It originated with the

CTIL, which expressly sought to get banks to “cut off Mnancial services to individuals who organize

rallies or events.”

Clearly, as evidenced by my own case and many others, banks and online payment processors have

also been enticed into cutting services for people who simply expressed opposing views. It isn’t

just rally organizers that are being targeted.

Under the Cover of Altruism

While CTIL oZcials have repeatedly stressed that the organization was founded on purely altruistic

principles, the clear goal of its leaders was to “build support for censorship among national

security and cybersecurity institutions,” Public writes, and they built that support by promoting

Terp’s idea of “cognitive security.”

The choice of the term “cognitive security” takes on a rather sinister javor in light of Dr. Michael

Nehls’ Mndings that there’s been what appears to be an intentional effort to destroy the

autobiographical memory function in the brains of the public over the past four years, thereby

facilitating mass indoctrination and inhibiting personal will and critical thinking.

He presents his thesis in the book “The Indoctrinated Brain: How to Successfully Fend Off the

Global Attack on Your Mental Freedom,”  published in mid-December 2023.

The whistleblower’s material clearly reveal that sophisticated military tactics were turned on the

American public, powerful psychological tools — the very tools Nehls says can literally alter

biological brain function.

Public cites a MisinfoSec report in which “The authors called for placing censorship efforts inside

of ‘cybersecurity’ even while acknowledging that ‘misinformation security’ is utterly different from

cybersecurity. They wrote that the third pillar of ‘The information environment’ after physical and

cybersecurity should be ‘The Cognitive Dimension.’”

Indeed, your mind — your cognition, your very ability to think independently — is the battleMeld of

today’s war, as Nehls proposes in his book. The frightening part is that the tools employed actually

have the power to reprogram who you are.

We are indeed “hackable animals,” as proposed by Yuval Noah Harari, and the censorship-industrial

complex has been hacking into the very brain structure of billions of people for the last four years

already. Gutentag even touches on this in a December 3, 2023, article:

“What was once considered a ‘conspiracy theory’ that military and intelligence forces were

manipulating public opinion through inorganic interventions, has now been con^rmed.

Our study of the Censorship Industrial Complex has exposed a far-reaching plan to subvert

the democratic process and engage in activities that have a basis in military techniques

and which are tantamount to attempts at thought or mind control.”

‘It’s Legal if We Can Get Away With It’

The CTIL Mles also show there was a clear intent to circumvent the First Amendment by

outsourcing censorship to the private and nongovernmental sector. According to the

whistleblower:

“The ethos was that if we get away with it, it’s legal, and there were no First Amendment

concerns because we have a ‘public-private partnership’ — that’s the word they used to

disguise those concerns. ‘Private people can do things public servants can’t do, and public

servants can provide the leadership and coordination.’”

Good News, Bad News

The good news is that more and more information is coming out about the U.S. government’s illegal

outsourcing of censorship, and with it, legal challenges that throw up blocks against this

circumvention of the Constitution.

We’ve also had other victories. In August 2022, the DHS was forced to terminate the Disinformation

Governance Board due to public backlash. CISA has also deleted information about domestic

censorship work from its website, and has dismantled its Misinformation, Disinformation, and

Malinformation (MDM) subcommittee.

The Select Subcommittee on the Weaponization of the Federal Government is also continuing its

search for truth, and will (hopefully) use whatever power at its disposal to rein in the abuse. Its

most recent report, “The Weaponization of ‘Disinformation’ Pseudo-Experts and Bureaucrats: How

the Federal Government Partnered with Universities to Censor Americans’ Political Speech”  was

published November 6, 2023.

Unfortunately, we also have a global effort underway to not only normalize but also legalize this

kind of third-party censorship. In an August 1, 2023, video (below), Mike Benz  explained this

strategy.
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In short, they’re trying to restructure the censorship industry “away from a top-down government-

driven model” to a “competitive middleware model” where “content curation” (read censorship) is

simply outsourced to third-party organizations.

This way, a “legal” disinformation compliance market is created while government can claim it has

nothing to do with the control of information. Basically, what we’re looking at is the emergence of

organized corporate censorship.

There’s no clear solution to this threat, other than to continue pushing back against any and all

efforts to legalize, standardize and normalize censorship. To vocally object, to refuse using

middleware like NewsGuard, and to boycott any company or organization that uses middleware or

engages in censorship of any kind.

Welcome to your ultimate savings destination where you can enjoy rare discounts of 30%, 40% and

even 50% off a variety of products. Whether you’re looking for everyday essentials, like Bone Broth

Collagen and Zinc Plus Selenium, or Pau D’Arco, our discounts have something for everyone. Stock

up, and save now.
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The Government’s Plan to Criminalize Your Thoughts
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola

Documents received by investigative journalists Michael Shellenberger, Alex Gutentag and Matt Taibbi from an anonymous but “highly credible”

whistleblower reveals new details on how the U.S. censorship-industrial complex — a network of more than 100 government agencies, private Mrms,

academia and nonproMts — seeks to police and criminalize “wrong-think”



The documents describe how the modern digital censorship programs were created, and the various roles of the military, U.S. intelligence agencies,

civil society organizations and commercial media



They also describe the methods and techniques used, such as the creation and use of sock puppet accounts to spy on and steer online discussions

and propagate desired narratives, and the discrediting of dissenters “as a necessary prerequisite of demanding censorship against them”



The documents show that the weaponization of the Mnancial sector originated with the Cyber Threat Intelligence League (CTIL), which expressly

sought to get banks to “cut off Mnancial services to individuals who organize rallies or events”



The CTIL Mles also show there was a clear intent to circumvent the First Amendment by outsourcing censorship to the private and nongovernmental

sector. According to the whistleblower, “The ethos was that if we get away with it, it’s legal”
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Deep State = the Professional Maintenance Class, those who work in Gov't Institutions, (Fauci, Collins,) Legacy Media, Academia, High

Tech and more. Shadow Government = Globalist Technocrats, Finance, Global Monopoly Corporations, Mr. Global, various entities from

many Gov't's behind the scenes giving the Professional Maintenance Class their jight, and marching orders to force a narrow One Size

Will Fit All. Should all these birds achieve or come close to achieving what they think they can, all and everything is pushed, put, pumped

through One Way, One Way Only is destined to Doom.

The tighter their hand grasps what they desire, the more apt it is to jy out of their hands. This is because the top-down Dictator model

gets ever increasingly unstable, causing them even deeper panic and this leads to collapse.Our Charge is build what we can, as much as

we can or suffer with what they build for us. Decentralize to diffuse the heavy-handed Dead-End Efforts of those blinded by millenniums

of Extreme Injuence and Little Accountability. Their notion it's legal if we get away with it is a temporary situation.

Somewhere in the mix the Laws of the Creator and Creation exert themselves and those laws are harsher than anything a would-be

Pharaoh can deal out. Once again, because it just seems they Mt. “the reason so much money is spent on deceiving us is because we

have the power to change things” Whitney Webb “You never change things by Mghting the existing reality. To change something, build a

new model that makes the existing model obsolete.” Buckminster Fuller
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Just, great sentences against the industrial complex of censorship against free thought: “Decentralize to diffuse the heavy-handed

Dead-End Efforts of those blinded by millenniums of Extreme Injuence and Little Accountability.” In this censorship complex we

also have NewsGuard, which has contracts with the Department of Defense, the WHO, PMzer, Microsoft and AFT. Co-CEOs Steven

Brill and Gordon Crovitz claim that it is the "librarian of the Internet." On its board As advisors there are several well-known names

in that sector, such as the former director general of the National Security Agency (NSA), Michael Hayden, the former secretary of

the Department of Homeland Security, Tom Ridge, and the former secretary general of NATO, Anders Fogh Rasmussen"-

NewsGuard is "acting jointly or in concert with the United States to force news organizations to alter views" and has imposed a

form of "censorship and repression of opinions" that diverge from US policies.

and those of his allies, the complaint says. NewsGuard uses its software to label speciMc news sites, including the more than

20,000 Consortium News articles and videos published since 1995, with warnings to "proceed with caution," telling NewsGuard

subscribers that Consortium News produces "misinformation." , "false content" and is an "anti-American" media organization.

NewsGuard, is associated with Microsoft and the US Departments of State and Defense. It appears as an Internet browser module

that provides green checkmarks for "approved" content and red checkmarks for "rejected" content.

www.zerohedge.com/markets/newsguard-us-govt-sued-consortium-news-musk-..  (10/2023).--

www.globalresearch.ca/newsguard-and-us-government-sued-by-consortium-n..  (10/25/2023).--
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This article by Dr. Mercola reports that CTIL's plan to control the information landscape also includes using unbanking as Mnancial

leverage, pressuring social media platforms to change their terms of service to facilitate censorship. and removal under the guise

of “terms of service violations,” and more. Investigative journalist Michael Shellenberger testiMed for the second time at this

meeting. Nine months ago, he testiMed and shared evidence with the Subcommittee about the existence of a “Censorship

Industrial Complex.” According to Shellenberger, CTIL was founded by a group of former Israeli and British intelligence agents who

initially offered their cybersecurity services for FREE to multi-million dollar healthcare and hospital organizations in the US.

CTIL also offers physical security and “cognitive” security, that is, protection against misinformation, and these services are

offered voluntarily by American and British military contractors. According to a whistleblower who shared internal CTIL documents

with Shellenberger, several CTIL “volunteers” are currently employed by the government. The video features the November 30,

2023, House Judiciary Committee hearing on the militarization of the federal government.

Over the past year, the Subcommittee on Weaponization of the Federal Government released several reports detailing how the

government a) harasses and intimidates citizens to suppress undesirable views, b) uses misinformation and propaganda to push

false narratives, and c) censors protected people. speech using third parties. At the link is a list of those reports that you can

peruse at your convenience. www.globalresearch.ca/how-many-secrets-president-hiding/5842968  (12/2023)
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Gui, more just keeps falling out and into the open. While yes, of course we must keep up the pressure on all the usual suspects,

But, as each new revelation just keeps adding on to the reality is all the usual suspects are just hired hands. Worker drones given

an appearance as being the Power Source, so we do not see the dictates come down from on high. When Machiavellian maneuvers

are actually marching orders from a Globalist Cabel. This means the Band Plays On behind the scenes while the Elephants and

Asses do their bidding take turns Screwing the Masses Sideshow.

It means both take us to the same slaughterhouse through different doors. It means whether one votes for a candidate with

Dementia or for the former, a King of Chaos, those normally unseen use it all to slip in what they want because we are looking at

that, and not what we should. Nothing major news for long time visitors here, but major news for those breaking free from the

former Mass Formation, the latest rounds of newer Mass Formation and Mnding the heavily censored information in Legacy Media,

here.
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I've said it numerous times. No one is allowed to rise to any height of power without being bought and sold many times over. All

are totally controlled. Trump was never an "outsider". He stays in the limelight because he is the ultimate distraction. They love

that because they can go about their dirty work while people even freak out about mean tweets.
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In your reply to Gui, the technique mentioned is what Clay used in his boxing, rope-a-dope. Ever since 2020 when the populous

started becoming aware, there would all of a sudden be a lull, the people went back into their ah hum sleep mode and each time

they start to awaken the noose is tighter. I’m not sure how to help keep the herd from falling asleep the way they do by the

hypnotistic technique; but that seems to be the challenge. “On the count of 3 WTFU!”
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Absolutely nothing can change the course that our Creator is on. But if we trust in Him alone, and comply with Him alone, we are

assured to be protected from the wrath of our Creator on those who do evil. God is sovereign and in complete control so it is

advised to know Him and His plan for man. He will not be mocked. Judgment has come upon this world for it's many sins and this

world is being given over to their sins so they will be condemned by them. Seek God, for only He saves men from their sins.
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What Governments, Religions & Businesses Don’t Want Us to Know About Suffering - www.youtube.com/watch  -------- -------- --------

“All of the Great Governments - all of the Great Religions - all of the Great Businesses would Mnd it devastating to their activity to

have Humanity a Success - they’re all predicated on Man being an inherent Failure - there’s got to be Suffering and so forth and

then, comfort them and then, they’ll follow our Leadership.” -Buckminster Fuller - Call me Trim Tab - Good ole Bucky ---- Yes, my

whole YouTube Channel is about getting you Trim Tabs out there to turn this ship the other direction, isn’t it? I love it when I study

someone like Bucky and I have one of my Epiphanies by someone else’s Epiphany.

Watching a Video of Bucky the other day and he was saying this was one of his Epiphanies. He Mnally realized what was going on.

All of the Great Governments - all of the Great Religions - all of the Great Businesses - they would all be devastated if we weren’t so

Sick and were Suffering - there’s got to be Suffering for the Status Quo to remain the Status Quo. That’s why all of our so-called

Experts are clueless when it comes to this. -------- -------- -------- There are 4 main issues you have to look at when you talk about

something this complicated and #1, you have to understand everything about the Cause of Disease.

If you don’t understand the Cause of Disease, you won’t understand that Vaccines didn’t Heal anything - they weren’t a Solution. So

#1, you have to understand the Cause of Disease. #2, you have to understand How the World Works. We’ve got Sick people in

charge that are Controlling what our so-called Experts know. -------- -------- -------- We have Sick people who Rule the World. It’s all

based on our Suffering - that’s why I say on my Channel, there’s the Ultimate Tool of Control - it’s our Health - there’s got to be

Suffering for the Status Quo to remain the Status Quo.
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The Most Powerful Problem Solving Tool In the World - www.youtube.com/watch  -------- -------- -------- -------- In this Video, John

Rose takes a closer look at The Most Powerful Problem Solving Tool In the World, which is a Special Teaching Tool John created to

help turn this Planet Back Into Paradise. -------- -------- -------- -------- “If you want to teach people a new way of thinking, don't bother

trying to teach them. Instead, give them a tool, the use of which will lead to new ways of thinking.” -Buckminster Fuller -------- --------

-------- -------- I’m John Rose and I created that Tool - I call it The Ultimate Schematic.
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Just these people fear nothing and work for and with a Satanic entity. They have made their choice and have no fear of our Creator

Or Creation in general . They in their minds are the new creators and are trying to destroy all that has been created . They will pick

off whomever they want one by one because they do not fear talk . As much as most think Musk has turned a new leaf he is just

giving the monster more Data . People feel embolden when they see a minor victory for the people and go to sites to let their

thoughts jow . Just as this site does , all comments go thru a check and are put into categories accordingly . If this continues all

real people of sound mind and body will be Palistinized . We are at war and are not winning at this time . If we rely on the Govt. to

save us all people that can think and reason will disappear .
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Among those also known to be involved in CTIL is DHS employee Justin Frappier, who led the training and participated in regular

meetings with the group. Up to 20 people actively involved in CTIL worked for CISA or the FBI. Many of them displayed their

agency seals next to their name in Slack messages. The whistleblower said that the group's ultimate goal “was to be part of the

federal government. In our weekly meetings, they made it clear that they were building these organizations within the federal

government, and if they created the Mrst version, we could secure them a job.” Framework used by WHO to counter anti-vaccine

campaigns Terp and his colleagues formed a group called MisinfoSec Working Group, which developed a strategy against

disinformation and censorship known as adversarial injuence and disinformation tactics and techniques (AMITT).

This was used to develop the DISARM framework used by the World Health Organization in an attempt to counter anti-vaccine

campaigns in Europe. He also called for training injuencers on how they can spread favorable messages and Mnd ways to

convince banks to cut off Mnancial services to those who organize events and demonstrations that go against the oZcial narrative.

Unfortunately, we've reached the point where none of this is surprising. Like the Twitter Mles, these documents show that

governments are desperate to use every resource at their disposal to control online narratives and prevent dissenting voices from

being heard.

public.substack.com/p/ctil-Mles-1-us-and-uk-military-contractors

 (11/2023).--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- WHAT ELON MUSK'S TWITTER

FILES HAVE UNCOVERED ABOUT THE TECH GIANT SO FAR Twitter Files tackle subjects like censoring the Hunter Biden laptop

story, banning Donald Trump's account www.foxnews.com/media/what-elon-musks-twitter-Mles-uncovered-about-te..  (2023)
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CENSORSHIP INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX LEADERS WERE ALSO BEHIND TRUMP-RUSSIA COLLUSION HOAX We’ve identiMed multiple

connections between the people in CTIL censorship initiative and those who promoted counterpopulist conspiracy theories. Now

Public has discovered that CTIL also had ties to the Russian collusion narrative that aimed to delegitimize Donald Trump's

presidency. Last week, Matt Taibbi reported that CTIL's Terp had previously worked with Jonathon Morgan, the person who created

the Hamilton 68 project, which spread the conspiracy theory that Trump supporters and right-wing populists on social media were

secretly russian robots. The public has now found more evidence of CTIL's ties to Russiagate. CTIL member Eric Brogdon put

“Zetalyitcs” in his display name, suggesting that he may have worked for Zetalytics when he attempted to suspend a Facebook

user for organizing an anti-ban protest.

Zetalytics chief data scientist April Lorenzen was the source of a report linking Russia's Alfa Bank to the Trump Organization. This

report has since been debunked and investigated by the United States Department of Justice (DOJ), which requested a

prosecution based on the scandal. The emails show that the researchers linked to the Alfa Bank hoax were motivated by

anti-Trump sentiment and had received funding from the Department of Defense's Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency

(DARPA). public.substack.com/p/censorship-industrial-complex-leaders?utm_source..  (12/15/2023)
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"THEY'VE BEEN PLANNING THIS CYBER ATTACK FOR YEARS" Killware...what you ought to know. Whitney Webb [WW] Years ago,

World Economic Forum director Klaus Schwab talked about a cyber pandemic, which he hinted would have signiMcantly worse

consequences for people around the world in the near future than Covid; a cyber pandemic that means a series of cyber attacks.

Who is responsible? Watch video: The other group besides Microsoft is Recorded Future, created with seed funding from Google

Ventures and the CIA's In-Q-Tel. They rarely, if ever, provide direct evidence of why a group is Chinese, Iranian, North Korean, or

Russian.

They say we suspect that this group behaves similarly to a group of these nationalities, and we need proof, especially since the

publication of Vault 7 by Wikileaks. The CIA and aZliated intelligence agencies in Five Eyes and beyond can blame any nation

state they want. , by placing false Mngerprints of various state actors in the cyberattacks that they themselves carry out. Colonel

Douglas McGregor believes they may end up canceling the 2024 election and martial law will be implemented.

Of course, it will be fully controlled. These theoretical exercises seem to suggest that the need for martial law would be the result

of a massive cyber attack... ......................... Note that the head of the WEF anti-cybercrime association leading this push for a

regulated Internet due to an upcoming cyberattack on critical infrastructure and the Mnancial system, is an Israeli intelligence

agent named Tal Goldstein. ..watch video. www.ourgreaterdestiny.ca/p/theyve-been-planning-this-cyber-attack?utm_..  (12/

15/2023)
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Hey brianallen1 and ghMnn, Trump sure does look like a Social Counterbalance -

orbisvitae.com/ubbthreads/ubbthreads.php?ubb=showjat&Number=55880..  Understanding Controlled Opposition, Controlled

Regulation, & Social Counterbalances "Social Counterbalances" A "Social Counterbalance" is a type of social control. This type of

control - an operative - pretends to be in league with their opposition. They speak in support of their opposition. This makes their

opposition feel as if something is being done on their behalf. When the opposition "feels like" something is being done on their

behalf, their emotional frustration is relieved and they are demotivated.

As a result, the opposition is much less inclined to do anything to solve the problem. This is the goal of the social counterbalance:

To demotivate - and therefore deactivate - the opposition. If a social counterbalance (or "counterbalance") didn't exist, then you

would feel increasingly frustrated that no one is standing-up for your point of view. This frustration would eventually cause you to

become angry enough to actually do something about it.

You would get involved in the political process to some degree, whether it be protesting, making phone calls to senators, attending

political meetings, or something else. This is exactly why the establishment has people like Glenn Beck, Sean Hannity, Bill O'Reilly,

Rush Limbaugh, and the like. The same stands true for both sides of the aisle; Democrat or Republican, conservative or liberal,

constitutionalist or communist. Virtually every type of social group, political organization, and society are being controlled by the

corporate elite using these various techniques.
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This has been happening for a very long time. We are just now Mnding out about it. Every single one of our presidents have been

'selected', not 'elected'. Why are we only given 2 choices? To give the illusion of a free choice election. Both Dems and Republicans have

always been controlled with a selected puppet who is controlled by deep state operatives. Globalists have been in control for a very long

time. If you or your company make over 200 million, you are assigned 3 operatives (aka paid thugs) to watch your every move (and if you

step out of line, bad things happen.) Hollyweird, Music Industry, Government oZcials...all controlled. Old news.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Always used to wonder why Romney and Dole didn't seem to care about winning. Never put out much effort and just went through

the motions. They all knew. Except Hillary. She is still in shock, because at the time, the voting machines could only jip results 1 to

2 percentage points. Now they have a lot more safeguards to assure "victory" for their chosen puppet.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah, we had no idea for a long time, that big money picks our candidates, then we get to choose which one. Its all an illusion, we

have little representation in Congress as most are beholden to their supporters, not their constituents. This needs to be often

repeated, made more transparent so many more can see the ruse that's being pulled on us. If you watch any of the Congressional

hearings, reporters often drop hints only a few are "constituent funded" into their seats. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Meanwhile, Tucker

posted a recent interview with Alex Berenson, their discussion revolves around Alex being viliMed, kicked off social media and

viciously attacked by mainstream media and the govt in 2021 for pointing out the shots don't work.

Here's a free link: "The Tucker Carlson Encounter: Alex Berenson" - -

tuckercarlson.com/the-tucker-carlson-encounter-alex-berenson  - - Alex mentions that if his legal appeal works, we may Mnally

learn in discovery phase what was going on that caused these fairly worthless shots to be mandated to the wrong group, to healthy

working-age Americans, even after their poor 2-month performance was known.

Then he throws out the idea the mandates were to cover from Biden's botched Afghanistan retreat? Not anywhere near the whole

story, focusing on a clear govt turn around that occurred mid-2021, and subsequent waste of $ billions in shots, leaving more

questions on the table. Reminds me of David Icke saying reporters go up to a line (they have established), then go no further.
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disseminatetruth
Joined On 11/21/2023 11:42:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

wns115 - you are correct. The perception of freedom and choice is a crucial foundational weapon in a psychopath's arsenal. It's

used for the purpose of control by creating the illusionary dichotomy that one must be on one side or the other, to pick a side or

involuntarily designated to a side, you're either with me or against me, you're either a winner or a loser, friend or foe, right or wrong,

good or bad, better than or less than, popular or unpopular, apostle or heathen, etc., for which, sets up the labeling that then kicks

the door open for attacking those that are now put into labelled boxes to be attacked at will, "as necessary", to protect the phony

facade of the self-anointed "superiors". In deploying this one tactic alone creates divisions and warring factions that, before long,

are self-perpetuating savage and deleterious all-consuming energy Melds that can easily be directed, steered and manipulated at

will for whatever purpose deemed "necessary".
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ghEnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The ballots should list individual’s, not grouped into us & them in BOLD at the front, while others are microscopic at the end. It

seems grouping, DNC & GOP is a political ploy. Individuals in alphabetical order, would demand the sheep learn who and why they

are voting for an individual. And all are in the same size font.
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jhy7142
Joined On 3/10/2016 7:13:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

wns  all old news and most are controlled opposition if not all . We live in a world where most souls have been sucked right out of

people as early as 5 years old . This is being done through the so called education system . Feminism wasnt brought about to free

the pour women it was to steal the souls of our children while the motherly love that was there is now gone . We have a lot of

monsters in the education system right now . Like they tell us if you see something then say something, well it is time to out the

demonic teachers that prey on the innocent children . We wonder why things have gotten out of hand and all as you have to do is

look at what they are putting into the heads of the young and vulnerable . If only people knew now the normal thinkers are the

strange according to the educators .
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sure is correct wns115, the Luciferans that currently control the show and report to the "master puppeteer," will plant anyone they

think will advance their wicked agenda..Just look at the senile, mumbling, jumbling fumbling, crumbling puppet fool that is

currently planted in the WH....And every once in a while they would toss the other side a bone, a crack at the wheels if you will, to

make the unsuspecting ill informed populace think their "vote" matters...Same ole, same ole...
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axkershaw
Joined On 7/8/2013 3:01:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So correct wns115!!! The only presidents to act outside the box had their lives abruptly ended. Prime examples being Abe and JFK.

They both deMed the banksters by creating interest free money. Abe with the Greenback dollar which Andrew Johnson immediately

stopped and JFK with Silver CertiMcates which the other Johnson immediately stopped. Any mildly willful Pres. is probably shown

movies of JFK's assassination and advised against any similar action. Remember FDR did everything that was part of Norman

Thomas' Socialist Party platform like unemployment, Social Security, 40 hour work week and legal unionizing except the

nationalizing of the banks. He said his greatest accomplishment was saving capitalism, by which he meant private banking. The

Delanos made their fortune trading opium and slaves then went into a less risky business, banking. The Forbes family did the

same, but you will not Mnd a Forbes on the Forbes Magazine list of billionaires.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As long as we have the lobbies there will be corruption. Big Capital lobbies run the world. "The conjunction of an immense military

establishment and a large arms industry is new in the United States [...] We must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted

injuence by the military industry complex. The disastrous possibility of an accumulation of inappropriate power exists and will

persist ". With these words, the American president and military general Dwight D. Eisenhower warned in 1961, in his farewell

speech to the nation, and the world, of what was to come: the indomitable injuence of the framework of war on American politics.

www.youtube.com/watch  .----- With all those dollars at stake, it is not surprising that the US military industry complex is

considered one of the most powerful lobbies in the world. Its impact outside the borders of the North American country takes the

form of wars and invasions, of death and destruction. Inside, it is rejected in the so-called Iron Triangle formed by the Pentagon,

military contractors and lobbyists.

The big boys in this industry are the multinationals Lockheed Martin, Boeing and General Dynamics. Lockheed Martin is the

epitome of Defense industry lobby power. In 2008 it became the company that collected the most for contracts with the State in

the history of the country: 36,000 million dollars (about 27,300 million euros), according to calculations by FedSpending.org. The

Mgure represents a third of what the country spent on education that same year. https://www.fedspending.org/  .----
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Any interest group longs to hire those who achieve “results.” People who dedicate their lives to seeking political rents represent an

enormous opportunity cost. The most important lobbies correspond to injuential economic sectors. We know a lot about the

health/pharmaceutical lobby: one of the items with the highest spending in any public budget is Health and it is where corruption

is caught with transfers of large sums of money as we are seeing with the “vaccines” in the decisions of the mandates and

recommendations and as has been seen in many decades with drugs and all types of medications while alternative medicines

were evicted by the Rockefeller school.

Large technology and media companies contribute to and manage the advancement of society, with enormous amounts of money

to invest and managing billions of data. Not only do they cause tremendous damage with their interventions, which most of the

time sabotage the market and competition, it also means giving up a productive contribution to the material progress of society.

Lobbies try to injuence politicians to change the laws in their favor, and many times their work consists not so much in directly

pressuring, but in generating a state of opinion in society that causes political authorities to be inclined to what they want. they

look for. In short, the function of these lobbies, their business, is to remove those at the bottom to give the money to those at the

top. It is clear that the way corporations injuence our US government is having a terrible effect on the health of humanity.
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Against wars and totalitarian regimes. Against wars and totalitarian regimes. ROBERT F. KENNEDY JR. REFLECTS ON THE

ASSASSINATION OF JFK & RFK www.lewrockwell.com/2023/04/no_author/robert-f-kennedy-jr-rejects-on-..  (04/19/2023) 'BOBBY

STEPS UP' BY JAMES HOWARD KUNSTLER. a comprehensive discussion of the speech and the man for this time. By MERYL NASS

“I think RFK, Jr. sees very clearly the historical moment he represents. He's keenly aware of the shade thrown over this land by the

murders of his father and President Kennedy, and he has said jat-out in so many words that our own CIA was behind the dastardly

acts. He's been in a position to know the animus between JFK and the founding director of the CIA, Allen Dulles, and the reckless

blunders of the agency and its partners in the Pentagon who buffaloed President Kennedy into the Bay of Pigs farce and then tried

to drag him deeper into the Vietnam quagmire.

JFK resisted that, threatened to shred the CIA into a thousand pieces and scatter them to the four winds and Allen Dulles whacked

him. He got away with it the same way that today's Intel “community” got away with RussiaGate and all their subsequent crimes. In

short, Bobby Kennedy knows what it looks like when a government is at war against its own people.”

merylnass.substack.com/p/bobby-steps-up-by-james-howard-kunstler?utm_s..  (04/22/2023)
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The totalitarianism we face is in the hands of dictators, but the real source of our misery is rather the way multinational

corporations use supercomputers to calculate proMts and then extract as much money as possible from us by making us

impossible to grow our own food, cure our own diseases, teach ourselves, or entertain ourselves. In this context we Mnd Vanguard

and Black Rock to be stakeholders across industry, media, academia and politics. Vanguard and Black Rock invest in each other

through something called circular ownership, they are a monopoly that owns everything. “Democracy” is perhaps the most

advertised export product under the Made in USA seal.

The United States has spent billions of dollars since the end of World War II to impose regime changes and destroy any alternative

project to neoliberal capitalism, based on the exceptionality and universality of its political model. The data debunks the American

myth of democracy, in which decisions must be made by the majority. In contrast, the United States shows clear traits of an

oligarchy, the system in which power is in the hands of a few people who generally divide the same social class. It is the system of

corrupt capitalism that uses a technocracy that detracts from citizens' freedoms of expression.
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A very long time all right! The battle for your mind / allegiance.  We have grown up with the Neocons model 'full spectrum

dominance' a new name in the game.  A good read of the French Revolution is instructive.  Check out the pamphleteer's .  New day

same old battle.
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Governments and their handlers will continue this harassment of good people around the globe until billions scream the most often

statement. I am mad as hell and I'm not taking it anymore. At that point we the people will have won this centuries old Mght with

psychopathic blood line families and their minions. We have no choice.
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The billions don't have the power. This Realm is Hell, and the object for each soul is not to change it, but to learn from it and get

out. That is why stuff happens in everybody's life every day, instead of an Eden which one believes is possible, but never happens.

It will all change in 2040 and 2046 when the Construct reboots. That is why the Elites are causing constant disruption while they

prepare their underground hidey-holes. They can't leave Hell, they prefer to remain and control the next Sim. That is why we can't

understand them.

They are immune and without morals. This is why "going green" is a scam, solar and wind won't work after May 2040. With fossil

(not) fuels retired, there will be less of us when things start up again. The ET/UFO scam is heating up, but there are no ET aliens.

UFOs come from underground, out of the seas and volcanos. Nobody went to the "Moon". Trillions are spent perpetuating this

garbage. NASA is an intelligence agency. You are in a Planetarium. Hang in there. Don't be a hand-wringer. Just take care of your

Avatar (body) and Eternal Soul.
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All you "know" IS wrong. The Mrmament protects us from the waters above. All evil comes from below and beyond the Ice Wall. All

in all you're just another brick in the Wall.
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Respectfully, I say you both have been sucked into the slipstream of several plausible truths presented followed by a giant helping

of jat Earth nonsense. Rotating gravitational bodies assemble spherically. Much like trying to visualize the confounding prospect

of a near inMnite universe or what lies beyond 13.7 billion light years, I can't fathom a jat plane with Mnite boundaries/edges as an

intelligible model of Earth.
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Respectfully, no Flat Earther here. It is whatever you believe it to be. Disagree with everything you wrote, but that is your paradigm,

so enjoy. Just don't try to suck me into it . This is a Construct of lies, the God is Satan, the Chosen Ones" chose to stay here forever.

But the real Creator (who is not "vengeful") has set boundaries to evil. You can injuence your Reality, just not with Prayer, which is

wrongly deMned as asking for something. Visualize.
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Regarding the jat Earth misunderstanding, don't take it so hard. Tell me more by elaborating on the ostensible relativism of "it is

whatever you believe it to be". What do you mean by "You are in a planetarium"? And what are those dates you cite and the "it" in "It

will all change in 2040 and 2046 when the Construct reboots".  ". . . . solar and wind won't work after May 2040" Why is that? You

say you disagree with "everything" I wrote. How many everythings were/are there in those few short sentences?
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This Construct is an AI-created school. Thus it can pay attention to your beliefs and adapt to conform to it. An advanced video

game. That sky up there is an advanced planetarium simulation. Believing the Earth is a spinning ball moving at high velocity thru

space in sync with the other balls is what we are taught, to maintain the Mction. Every 138 years Real History (not the baloney that

Henry Ford referred to as "Bunk") has been altered to erase the regular 138-year periodicity of an object appearing out of nowhere

and causing havoc to one degree or another.

This is documented thru the ages. The 2040 event is to return the Vapor Canopy, essentially an ocean above us caused mainly by

vulcanism, that will blot out the "sun" Thus, no wind, no solar power. 2046 is even worse, another disaster year on a computerized

schedule, and will make large areas uninhabitable. These cataclysms don't happen that bad every cycle, but this time they will,

right on schedule. These events happen regularly, even adapting to calendar changes to happen in May and November of those

years. Books and documents before 1902 show this.

Research 1902, when all the Fortune 500 companies sprang up, and Carnegie Mlled the libraries with re-writes. What are the odds?

The Vapor Canopy collapse is what we call the Great Flood. During the VC, life forms grow much larger (oxygen/pressure), so we

have Dinosaurs and Giants, and the Controllers have spent a lot of effort making up fossil ages and the hoax of Evolution and

changing the history books, last one in 1902. This all makes a lot more sense than what we are brainwashed with. That's just a

taste, but you can't refute any of it except by citing Mction.
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Thanks for taking the time to reply. That spinning ball model of the universe has a longer history than the newly arrived AI.

Copernicus, Brahe, Kepler, Galileo all believed Earth was a sphere orbiting the Sun along with other celestial orbiting spheres. And

obviously, that spinning, orbiting balls "Mction" also has a longer history than that mysterious 138-year paradigm reset to which

you're referring. Why the two dates (2040 & 2046) instead of just one? Tell me more about that cataclysm you seem to suggest last

occurred at the start of the 20th century and at the same intervals prior. Does everything change with the snap of a Mnger? Where

is the evidence? You are describing the volcanic equivalent of a nuclear winter or a global ice age induced by a comet/meteor

strike. And any challenge to this is deemed Mction aka 'mal-information'/challenging the narrative? Just as problematic is the

nihilism of "it is whatever you believe it to be". All references are welcome.
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Well, the spinning ball model cannot be more than a few thousand years old, since this iteration is not quite 6,000 years old. The

Mormons are right! Your science experts only "believed", not knew, but the ancients knew and there is proof of that. The 138 years

are reset periods during that time. I think I've explained Simulation Theory long enough here and you remain a skeptic citing

dogma. Check out Archaix.com and its utube channel and 130,000 subscribers and take two years like I have trying to debunk it

and failing. The scholarship is amazing, and of course, covered up by the Controllers. Nothing mysterious about the time periods.
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 As my sn infers, I have thought for a long time nothing makes sense.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Regarding "Mormons are right, your science experts only "believed", not knew, but the ancients knew and there is proof of that",

lacks clariMcation. Right about what? Knew what? What proof? Who are those "your" science experts? Presently it reads like "the

ancients" were right by virtue of being an ancient. You state, " I think I've explained Simulation Theory long enough here" when,

actually that was the Mrst time you mentioned it, let alone that the term/phrase was nowhere deMned. My skepticism is well

founded. I'm allowing myself to entertain what presents as Alice In Wonderland madness.

Don't tell me you're a feather in the wind ready to assimilate a novel idea just because it's new. Learning is mostly an evolutionary

process. I will entertain the goods on Archaix.com. Your having spent already 2 years exploring the material there makes me want

to see what I've been missing. Meanwhile a few of my previous questions including doubt over the ambiguous "it is whatever you

believe it to be" are still seeking answers. From a Deterministic perspective there is no difference whether a "computer" is the

cause of the creation simulation or this Ayurvedic mythology: www.youtube.com/watch
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allunoisrong
Joined On 6/19/2006 10:22:31 AM
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You go and spend your time with an open mind at Archaix and its utube, otherwise your uninformed recitation of your training is

not worth my time responding to.
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GloriousWorld
Joined On 11/27/2011 11:56:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is beyond Democrats and Republicans. Whomever is President has been the pawn of the Deep Government. I am sorry he used the

photo of Biden. The Deep State wants this to be Red State vs Blue State as we focus on the differences, rather than the Truth and the

similarities.
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carolsag53
Joined On 4/8/2010 3:01:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was a very liberal democrat for 50 years but not anymore the party has turned into dictators, a nasty unforgiving & entitled bunch. Biden

screwed the economy by keeping the US on lockdown way too long giving people 2-3 times more $$$$$ than they were earning by

working to stay home so people did not want to go back to work Biden and his covid paranoia almost collapsed this capitalistic country

then on top of all this he lets in over 10 million illegal immigrants including terrorists ,gangs & drug cartels who jooded the country with

fentanyl now they are closing schools and throwing seniors including a 95 year old veteran out of their homes to house illegal

immigrants. Please don't vote for a democrat
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Carol, Brandon is just a mere Puppet plant...One has to look at "whose" pulling his strings and most importantly who is the Master

Puppeteer they ALL report to...
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jhy7142
Joined On 3/10/2016 7:13:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These have nothing to do with Bidumb or any other candidate . There has been Bolshevik Or Marxist or Zionist or whatever one

wants to call them that pull the strings of all Governments around the world . Some would call it still being run by the British but the

Rothschilds have been in charge of Britain for over 220 years same with the Vatican . Call them what you will but you cant control

anything without control of money .
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LongTallTexan
Joined On 2/26/2023 8:17:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

just hard to imagine how we got so many communists in this country
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Colleges and univ. have been promoting DEI, using different names, for at least the past 10 years. DEI has theories that sound

good until you study Karl Marx or Lenin.
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET
Joined On 9/3/2021 4:31:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

History shows exactly how we got here but history is always being hidden, revised and lied about or just done away with. It holds

every clue and answer to what is going on now. People always have had a distaste for history, thinking it not relevant anymore

when in reality it is what helps us navigate life and keep track of what works and what doesn't along with who is evil and how to

stop them from continuing to do evil. Ecclesiastes 1:9-11 "The thing that hath been, it is that which shall be; and that which is done

is that which shall be done; and there is no new thing under the sun. Is there any thing whereof it may be said, See, this is new? It

hath been already of old time which was before us. There is no remembrance of former things; neither shall there be any

remembrance of things that are to come with those that shall come after." There you have it...man simply does not want to know

the truth unless God gives him faith and grace to want to love it. [2Theesalonians 2]
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jef9075
Joined On 3/24/2016 1:41:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A big part of it was U.S. citizens being propagandized over a period of time. Check out some Jimmy Dore podcasts. He and his

team do a real good job explaining this and giving lots of examples. "They" want us at each others' throats so that we don't stop

and realize that we have a lot more in common with each other than we do differences.
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disseminatetruth
Joined On 11/21/2023 11:42:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately sir, with all due respect, that is exactly how it happened/happens....a lack of knowing the enemy and their tactics

leaves anyone and anything at a huge disadvantage and vulnerable to being attacked and eventually, compromised. Good

intentions, without discernment, virtue, vigilance, critical analytical skills and situational ethics is a recipe for disaster. Hence the

saying, "the road to hell is paved with good intentions".
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's all part of the beast one world government..Tear down all the walls borders and barriers, open up the jood gates and

unleashed the destructive forces...The plan has been in place for a long time but the "real "escalation could start any day now...Be

vigilant and stay tuned...
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Eevee
Joined On 3/7/2008 10:05:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

oooh, wonder if this had anything to do with the De-banking scandal in the UK.
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nrs16597
Joined On 6/21/2017 10:12:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is all well and good, but how about a complete list of names of those involved. At least we will know our enemy, and be able to call

them out, embarrass them, and publicly shame them. Otherwise, without naming them, they will continue in the shadows. You have to

name the evil ones, or this is all meaningless squawking.
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET
Joined On 9/3/2021 4:31:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mostly, people do not want or care to know much of anything.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

nrs: Ok, so if the 13 family names were more publicized, do you think they would give a damn or actually be embarrassed? Do you

think it would matter in any way, shape or form?
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brian - It's worth a try to get their names out.
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disseminatetruth
Joined On 11/21/2023 11:42:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The covert, and now, overt censorship tactics have been chipping away at the pillars of truth and freedom for a long time in all aspects of

life, including here on this site. There are a vast number of posers that preach, pontiMcate and postulate that they are beacons of truth

and freedom, but, are, at best, nothing more than 'wet matches' in a soldier's survival gear. "By their fruits, you shall know them".
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is has been used on all forms of social media for the past 4 years.
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innovativest
Joined On 6/17/2011 10:32:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This sounds like China, we are all kept in Chinalike societies
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, they are trying to impose the Chinese system around the world, esp in the US.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

TURDoh is a giant fan of the CCP...He drools everytime they are mentioned... www.cbc.ca/.../2416976891
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johnpage
Joined On 9/24/2021 2:40:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well as i see it they (you know who) are panicking and trying yo push these things through because if they dont soon many more millions

of people will wake up and so on, but they are losing and losing big time. hooray for humanity. love to all.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

May be a good idea to watch the WEF reporting out of Davos next week, Klaus Schwab already posted his response to EU farmers

protests on Twitter. He does not want anyone questioning their plans or proposed new system for mankind!!...More mistakes will

be made.
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ghEnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Awake individual’s are their biggest threat, that is why the censorship. Each time word’s awaken another, their enemy becomes

stronger and their attempt grows weaker. It is hard; but never give up, I feel a dear friend awakening from a life long mind coma.

When 1 in the herd awakens, they are closer to other's in the herd!
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jhy7142
Joined On 3/10/2016 7:13:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

johnpage but where are we getting [ nowhere ] just when I feel we are making headway you Mnd out someone like Reiner Fuellmich
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gets thrown into jail for some bogus charges and we are back to square one . As one we are weak and vulnerable as a unit we

would win but what is going to be the call to unite . We are our only saviors in life so it must happen soon .
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

”At the same time, the CTIL was tracking and reporting anti-lockdown views on social media.” I wonder what would happen if social

media were deprived of their power by their members ditching them en masse? If you don’t like the heat, stay out of the kitchen - sort of

thing. But then that would involve awareness of how they were being spied upon and manipulated. The marxist leftie left movement is

thriving in broken Britain, led of course by our woke Universities, Oxbridge and IPCC extremists. Sometimes you have to read the

comments to understand what side the writer of a piece is batting for.  “Terrorism can also be a strategy of Governments to pacify and

force compliance of the population by instilling fear, uncertainty, threats, coercive power  eg CoVid scamdemic.”. For “Government” read

“Enemy of the people”, then it all begins to make sense. dailysceptic.org/2024/01/11/we-need-to-Mnd-ways-to-suppress-douglas-m..
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Eevee
Joined On 3/7/2008 10:05:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In other words ...softwar tactics.....
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whatamaroon
Joined On 2/7/2012 7:24:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not sure why a "whistleblower" is needed since all of this information and the documents were revealed and published in a 2020 lawsuit

brought forth by an MIT prof when he was censored while running for federal senate seat. All the documents are on the winbackfreedom

dot com website. Included are emails the prof sent to various journalists who never covered it when it would have been useful to do so

because the case was active in the court. Instead, they chose to delay the truth and report on it when it was helpful to them getting more

clicks and visibility.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Two key questions that determine the success of a nation: What percentage of the leaders are corrupt? What percentage of the people

are dumb?
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jhy7142
Joined On 3/10/2016 7:13:35 AM
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All and most
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fvtomasch
Joined On 3/11/2017 7:33:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have noticed and it's quite aggravating that most of the comments I make on Yahoo are rejected or it says Are you Sure? or you are not

meeting community standards or some other garbage. They are trying to narrow my thoughts to parameters which meet their standards.

The computer algorithm has certain trigger mechanisms which are set way to precise. If I mention anything about magnesium or any

supplement I get rejected so I spell out the words and numbers with no capitols and I usually get by the censors. Anything said about

Covid alternative treatments are always rejected. They are trying with much success to suppress our freedom of speech and try to train

our minds to think a certain way so we need to Mnd another way to convey our thoughts. Maybe Morse Code?
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've seen that same message on google. They're all working together against us.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yahoo is nothing more than another MSM outlet.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh my, its all being censored, ALL OF IT!! Only Twitter is way looser in their censorship, sign up and see for yourself what is being

posted there.
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otis101
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Mind- blowing interview: How Google steals elections and targets children with sexual content. Jimmy Dore interviews Dr. Robert

Epstein. needtoknow.news/2024/01/mind-blowing-interview-how-google-steals-elect..
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sue2613
Joined On 6/6/2015 8:25:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FVtomasch, unfortunately, my email provider sold out to Yahoo. They blocked an email I wanted to send to a friend. I got a

message they would not send it because I was sending spam and that the links in the email were spam. There were no links.

Eventually, I sent the same exact message through Earthlink. I was complaining about an experience I had with Microsoft. The

Yahoo email is part of a package, and I can't get rid of it.
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einkaufen
Joined On 9/26/2012 12:39:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You sort of put out a very good example of a very biased 'news' website. It follows a particular political / philosophical viewpoint.

 Uses particular media headline banners and pushes certain commercial products and appeals to their consumers. Some people

would simply call it tabloid journalism.  I acts like a fully owned subsidiary of News Ltd but I haven't bothered to see who the site

has published as it owners.
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lp62226
Joined On 6/29/2010 5:37:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm 76 and just hoping to live long enough to see the 21 Killer Robots owned by San Francisco replace the Defunded police. And then

there's the geo-engineering of heavy metals and other toxic chemicals to save the planet. And then there's the career criminal politicians

who make barely enough money to afford a one bedroom apartment around Washington DC retire worth many millions.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Congress members make plenty to afford a 1 BR apt... US Reps earn $174,000 per year, plus beneMts, just for showing up for the

job and "behaving" to the code of ethics. House/Senate speakers (Mitch McConnel and the new guy in the HOUSE) earn $223,500.

Minority leaders earn more than non-ranking reps/Senators. They can vote themselves pay raises anytime, and they do. More

details at : www.thoughtco.com/salaries-and-beneMts-of-congress-members-3322282
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Brocephus
Joined On 8/3/2021 7:30:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“ This way, a “legal” disinformation compliance market is created while government can claim it has nothing to do with the control of

information. Basically, what we’re looking at is the emergence of organized corporate censorship.” the very deMnition of fascism
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rjk6619
Joined On 10/2/2018 11:29:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Old news that has been suppressed for decades.  Despite the current idiocy that keeps gaining more traction the majority of air heads

refuse to believe or simply do not care we are all headed to extinction.
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Lou321
Joined On 8/18/2022 5:05:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is the new Soviet Union that is being created to take the rights of the people and form a tyranical government....Anyway , those in charge

are in the payroll of the chinese government.
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Barbara Charis
Joined On 3/8/2007 9:13:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't go on Facebook to waste time or Twitter, either. I like to learn and to share information. I mainly visit websites that are into health. I

was not particularly interested in politics or government issues, but I have voted in every election, since 1956. I never really got excited

about a candidate, until 2016. I was guided to vote for President Trump and had done enough reading to know he was telling the truth.

Since 2016 things have grown so much worse. It's hard to believe so many are out to destroy America; continually thinking of more ways

to do it. Censoring the truth is an abomination. .
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Logarithm
Joined On 7/3/2012 2:49:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BREAK UP BIG BANKING! Let's push for antitrust to break up any big bank that closes people's accounts because of their views and

First-Amendment-protected activities. A rationale for this is that if there were many smaller banks, it would be easy for the person to Mnd

another bank. Whereas if there are only a few large banks, there may be no place for such a person to go. This would really provoke such

large banks in a way that's needed. Let's promote this approach to Congress.
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traderjoe9
Joined On 2/25/2013 7:46:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for the informative interview. Who the Bad Guys are is becoming increasingly clear. Now you need to focus on the antidote and

how we can help. The evil monsters control all the levers of power. How do we stop them? A "free" election? Not likely.
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dfarrich
Joined On 3/28/2016 1:46:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I see "Long Stare, Sleepy, What Day Is It Joe" is right at the forefront. The ultimate puppet. We need to vote these buffoons out and then

ship them off to Alpha Centuri.
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jhy7142
Joined On 3/10/2016 7:13:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would have to say that Brandon has not slept in years and his hippocampus gland has dried out never to function again . If you

didnt watch the video of Dr. Nehl and Bigtree you wont understand .
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drb6345
Joined On 12/13/2021 5:25:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

".....rivaling or exceeding the Twitter Files and Facebook Files in scale and importance,”. So what exactly has changed as a result of the

Twitter Files leaking?
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Of course, what better way to "save democracy" than by undermining it. How dare the proles assume that they know more than their

betters. This sort of revelation is not even surprising anymore, except perhaps to the dwindling number of people who believe that govt

works in their best interests and not its own self-interest. This stuff is happening in front of our faces and on numerous forums, you still

see the sheep dutifully parroting whatever talking points their side has issued.
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jhy7142
Joined On 3/10/2016 7:13:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We all must remember that Twitter, Google , Facebook , Duck Duck go and all others were only created for this A I mess we are in

now . All for data collection and control over every single individual . Why do you think Obumer gave out free phones to all .

Tracking and info gathering . We are making it too easy for them .
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michaelrbuley
Joined On 9/15/2013 12:38:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nothing is really explosive anymore as far as 'new revelations' go. Assume the worst about these beings (not sure if they're human), and

we'll be right. These people are demonic, satanic. It's out in the open like never before. All of the 'conspiracy' theories of mind control, sex

slaves, pedophilia, and all the things which 'couldn't be true,' are true. And the ones you can't believe today, could possibly be true ... they

are.  Virtually all of it is outside of our control. But for now, our thoughts, emotions, how we act toward others, how we speak of others,

what we put into our bodies, is under our control. Shine bright, brothers and sisters. The darkness wants to extinguish the brightest lights,

and those who come to Mercola are among the brightest and most loving anywhere. And keep our faith in God and Jesus Christ. This will

all be over soon enough, and we need to store our treasures in the right place.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"while the weight of the propaganda appears to have eased up a little in recent months, evidence shows there is much more to come"

Ahhhh DUH. Just what will it take to make people understand a rapist will rape until IT is not allowed too. This is not rocket science. Its all

just "allowed" to continue. ZERO accountability remains the greatest existential crisis we face. NOTHING changes until IT does...why in

the H would it! All the same players in all the same positions, and those like the elf fraud Fauci who step away do so getting a generous

"we the people" funded pension until they die, and are replaced by similar or worse corrupt individuals. Just such deafening redundancy,

and STILL there are people who wonder why it all continues, Astonishing really
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET
Joined On 9/3/2021 4:31:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"GIN UP HOSTILITIES"......is that the same as causing strife where this is none? Yes, I think so. The jesuit oath exposes who "gins up" the

hostilities ....and brings about the revenge of the ages, from long ago.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For a very long time; I've been saying that this entire society is a massive psyops - Right again! The problem is that some people listen;

but they don't hear! There won't be much left of this society - very soon! TURDeau was a big part of it, years ago when they began

planning for the PPP. I knew way back then, how it would turn out.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Randy, this is being overlooked this morning: Taken from the above: "The choice of the term “cognitive security” takes on a

rather sinister javor in light of Dr. Michael Nehls’ Mndings that there’s been what appears to be an intentional effort to destroy the

autobiographical memory function in the brains of the public over the past four years, thereby facilitating mass indoctrination and

inhibiting personal will and critical thinking."... Del BigTree had an interview yesterday with the author, Dr Michael Nehls, here's a

link: "Episode 354: Indoctrinated" - - thehighwire.com/.../indoctrinated  - - For the Dr. Michael Nehls interview, scroll to the 1 hr 16

min. mark, starts a jaw dropping discussion about the brain on spike protein. Good luck obtaining his book! It sold out on Amazon

in about 2 days...a while ago.
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jhy7142
Joined On 3/10/2016 7:13:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rrealrose that is what the people on this site are trying to do WAKE UP THE MASSES . That was a great interview might have been

the most important one to keep one step ahead of the mad scientists . What form of vitamin D did he say was used for the

quickest results to help the hippocampus to recover . I guess thats why they inundate us with so much dirty electricity most of us

never get to a rem sleep to recharge the hippocampus leaving us mentally drained and not as quick of thought .
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy i wonder if his plane would end up with mechanical failures...Again...
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jhy7142, Agree, this is one of the most important interviews of the past 3 years or so. Don't know how easy it is to obtain the

pro-hormone, intravenous form of D3, so the body does not need to do a slow conversion to the bio-available form. There's even

more if you listen to this a second time!! Also interesting that Prof Desmet and Dr Nehls are Europeans, different history and

therefore more sensitive to detect tyranny and fascism.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rreal; thanks for the link. I'll have to Mnish watching later. You know, all of this insanity didn't begin 4 years ago. Covid opened the

door for them to do basically, whatever they want with humanity. The doctor mentions pieces of the puzzle. I don't have a degree in

anything, but I'm very good with puzzles and putting the pieces together. You've seen my posts for years now. You know that I've

referred to this thing called "covid" by many names. I wasn't fooled for one second.

I've understood the globalist playbook for many years. I've called it ConVid, biggest psyops in history, Crimes Against Humanity, a

means to an end, insanity, zombie apocalypse...Mass Formation is much more than someone's "opinion". There should have been a

huge red jag in the very beginning when they announced "The New Normal"! I'm good with patterns. We each have a pattern in our

lives, where routines are repeated over and over, even in part.

The "New Normal" was a total departure from anything that we previously knew and it still amazes me that I was the only one who

seemed to understand that what they were saying, is that we'll never see "normal" again. Of course, it helped if you knew about The

Great Reset, Transhumanism, Agenda 2020 and all the other agendas of the WHO, WEF and UN. The sad truth is that this is about

these same entities working toward World Domination and If that sounds like science Mction - too bad. We are now in a world war

against TRUTH!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Precisely, thanks, you will want to hang on 'til the end, its not a moving target.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Okay, Rreal. I plan on it.
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chendri887
Joined On 8/22/2022 7:42:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Give me a break that’s single “outsider” has ever been elected to oZce in the United States. They are all compromised and work for their

puppet masters (call them Masons, call them bankers, calm them Mystery Babylon, call them Luciferians, call them psychopaths, call

them what you will), whoever those people inevitably turn out to be. If the implication that Trump or Kennedy Jr are genuine outsiders, I

beg to differ.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In this highly visual driven world appearances are everything. Not having read today's story, can someone tell me is Whitney Joe's '24

running mate or vice versa?
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Joe has picked Jill as his running mate. Joe and Jill went up the hill to fetch a pale of 81 million votes. epi- add next verse in this

Nobel winning poem.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What a wile stunt to superimpose brains and beauty on a treacherous old sow. I wonder how many people will notice. ************

I'll count those votes said Joe Stalin that poll-rigged murderer GOAT* (Greatest Of All Time) . . . . . Those ballots cast that we don't

like we'll throw into the moat . . . . . . . And when the clock winks 3AM I'll pull these out my coat . . . . . . A campaign czar must be

prepared if he is worth his oats ******** After thought, Nobel/Obama, the impenetrable verse.
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johnnymars
Joined On 8/29/2015 11:09:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sounds like the ADL. January 13, 1984
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einkaufen
Joined On 9/26/2012 12:39:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Whose who in the zoo . . .?  compliant chimps are better than agro chimps.
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den7788
Joined On 8/17/2022 7:23:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Looney comments out in force today: The Firmament protects us? Google is bad, but Google-owned YouTube is good? Based on all the

links to YT videos that are posted daily, I suppose you believe if it is on YouTube, it must be the truth, right? Nobody went to the Moon?

UFOs come from underground? If you or your company make over 200 million, you are assigned 3 operatives (aka paid thugs) to watch

your every move? These are hilarious. There are more but I'll stop here. If you are going to post such nonsense, then please provide data

to back up your claim. Thanks for the laughs.
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allunoisrong
Joined On 6/19/2006 10:22:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The proofs about the moon landing hoax are numerous. I liked the photo with a rejection of a Dr. Pepper bottle on the side. The

set for the moon was in New Mexico. How about you prove we went? NASA was set up to protect the lie, and their funding over the

years is massive with no apparent results. Much is spent making proles believe as you do. UFOs have never been spotted coming

in from space. Ever. Prior civilizations set up underground, where there is far more territory than the thin skin of the Realm we live

on.

50 underground cities in a region of Turkey alone. Many shots and accounts of advanced technology coming out of mountains,

volcanos, water. Roswell crash was actually a technology transfer. The wreckage was secretly trucked to a base in NM, the decoy

caravan went to Area 51. Then came silicon chips, computers, IBM, etc. These facts are hilarious to those non-critical thinkers who

believe what they are told by the Controllers. Your comments about utube are off base in this case. Archaix is one of only a few

that carry the truth about Reality, most of the rest are disinformation sites.

You can tell the truth there if you avoid the J subject. He's been banned, now has his own channel. I''d ask you to back up your

controlled version of Reality. But you can't, Dinosaurs (T-Rex, right) 60 million years ago? Spinning ball always circling a "sun" 93

million miles away? Big Bang? (Darwin's theory of evolution rules in skools. Man evolved from whatever? Oil is a fossil fuel?

Those are the big laughs. If you are going to believe such nonsense, please provide data to back up your claim. Archaix sites are

full of FACTS, from historical records from before the great history rewrites, not the modern Mction you trust. If you compare 1901

and before historical accounts to today's edited versions, you would see that. The Bible is the most heavily edited book in history,

btw. All religions were created by the Controllers to keep the loonies like you on the pat
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Even more alarming are the facts contained in this video on the types of people airlines are hiring today. Competence, the safety of you

and your loved ones are of no consideration. What is most important is color and gender. Fly at your own risk: youtu.be/qlSbvmJt928
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hisgarness
Joined On 6/19/2006 9:06:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow !  It's not murder, if you get away with it.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

it's all "allowed" to continue. ZERO accountability
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Den6328
Joined On 6/19/2013 10:19:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

See Roy Masters, most are already brainwashed and hypnotized. Meditate to deprogram yourself and hear the little voice in side.

Stockholm syndrome, they were already brainwashed so they can be easily taken over .
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yogadhar
Joined On 7/9/2013 7:35:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Donald Trump is certainly NOT an outsider! Trump is a puppet of the powers that be, pretending to be an outsider. Here are just a few

things Trump did when he was president (take note of especially how he has hurt children ): 1. Trump was complicit in the maiming and

slaughter of children in Yemen ( he facilitated weapons sales to the Saudis that were then used to kill civilians in Yemen, and when

Congress passed legislation to stop him, he vetoed that legislation, thus allowing the slaughter to continue ) 2. Increased the usage of

neonicotinoids which kill honeybees (our buzzy little friends that pollinate our food).... this is a direct attack on the food supply of the

nation.

3. Trump ripped off poor college students for tens of millions of dollars. (Mnally the courts ruled that he had to pay most of it back 4.

Trump and his administration allowed much more dangerous pesticides to be put on our food and in our water, many of which are

neurotoxins especially damaging to young children. 5. Trump and his congressional minions gave large permanent tax cuts to wealthy

corporations, and small disappearing tax cuts to working families. 7. The Trump administration allowed a lot more methane and sulfuric

acid to be released into the air. (only important if you happen to be an oxygen breather).

9. The Trump administration falsely claimed that glyphosate is “safe” , even though it damages human immune systems. 10. Trump

issued orders, which were ruled illegal by various courts, that allowed for the kidnapping and traumatizing of children. Trump pardoned

terrorists who killed children. Trump demanded that innocent Black people be executed for crimes they did not commit. Trump and his

administration funneled hundreds of billions of dollars to corporations during the pandemic with virtually no oversight as to how they

spent the money. (supposed to be spent on workers, but no actual requirements that they do so)
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emj69036
Joined On 10/18/2021 2:57:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Alternate universes exist
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